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The pirate plague of the dead treasure guide

Author: Murt / November 20, 2017 First of all max your cabins for the best landing and capture. Max cabin is important because landing kills your crew more if it takes more to capture. More crew means quick capture. Then use taverns in the cities to get something new. If you see a merchant ship alert
from the city, go get this ship with their escort upon landing. These trading escorts are basically Level 3 so easy to deal with. Merchants carry tons of goods of their kind in their hold if you manage to capture them. Loot good RNG. These traders allow you to get good money after the capture. You can
repeat this process to farm some coins for your ship maintainences but this lootin is not very viable since you don't get very many coins. With your first captain you will get extra loot with every wreckage you find. Using this ups and downs with the game, get a quick ship and follow the shores randomly to
find the wreckage. You have a chance to find ship drawings, survivors, floating goods and even treasure maps. Treasure cards are a great way to get money because they can give sometimes a fair amount of coins. You have a chance to get a huge amount of percent plan for a particular ship as well.
This method works better than merchant robberies, but takes longer and your chances of finding good RNG things again. The campaign is kinda hard after several missions, so you need at least 3 galleons with Wicked cases to complete them properly, since your enemies will have 2nd stakes and
galleons. Wicked Deeds is as strong as a second course with fewer guns, but its hull is hard. Capturing more galleons, you can almost challenge every enemy with them. Since this game has no crew cost, you can bring ships as much as you want (without the captain the ship will reduce its speed by
%60) without considering the costs. As for the robbery, the campaign is not rewardin much to the end so side missions and grinding is essential. Only the last mission rewards the big one. James Eury missions is a way to get a coin, but mostly it barely gets your ships repaired or refilled. This game
focuses on galleons and frigates more than the previous Caribbean hunting game with Caribbean Hunt focused on the 1st Stakes. Wicked Deeds is a very powerful ship that you will use through without any doubt. Don't underestimate Whydah Gully. It's fast enough to take off other galleons if upgraded
with deadly guns and a quick reboot. Her smaller frame makes her dodge the guns more and can sail through the wind backwards so a dead angle is nothing for her Try capturing the galleons if you do. They're easy to capture With landing on them and powerful enough with numbers against the level-5
ships. For later games, you can get the 1st course for maximum firepower, but its huge body is its weakness. They are very slow in speed and rotation that other ships can outsmart it easily. In my mine receiving only one 1st course is enough for the navy for later meetings. Swarms of galleons work much
better. Evil deeds will be enough from the bottom up. Its hard hull and high speed with good maneuver makes it the best option among the major warships. Game: Pirate Plague dead community content is available according to CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Share Some of the ships: Montagne
(Color Individual) HMS Sovereign Seas HMS Duke of Kent Ships Ports of Nations Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Take the helm of your own ship and conquer the Caribbean! Pirate: Plague of the Dead is a sandbox game set in a fully open world, allowing you to
see what it's like to be the most brutal pirate captain ever to raise a sail! Take on the role of legendary pirate Jack Rackham, and use the secret voodoo magic to lift the Flaying Gang out of the dead. Together, members of this historic group of pirates will face a terrifying Inquisitor. Each of the resurrected
captain has unique skills that improve your ship's stats, provide more gold, give an edge in combat or even allow you to summon a mighty kraken. The Pirate: Plague of the Dead is a sequel to the game Caribbean Hunt, which met a great reception and received stable tracks. With an open world without
loading screens, dynamic day and night cycle and weather system, it offers every mobile gamer an unforgettable experience. Dive headlong into the great pirate adventure Pirate: Plague of the Dead: Complete an exciting campaign that allows you to unlock unique ships and historical captains from the
Golden Age of Piracy; Explore the Caribbean, conquer cities, trade and look for treasures and hidden places; Expand your fleet and become a force to be reckoned with in fierce naval battles; Enjoy a fully open world with a dynamic day and night cycle. Note: This is only to be used to report spam,
advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. The Adventures of Matt October 20, 2017 Have you ever wondered what it's like to be a pirate captain? Pirate: Plague of the Dead lets you live your dreams of being a pirate in sandbox games for Android and iOS devices. The story
begins with your character, Captain John Rackham, as he tries to revive members of a legendary pirate group called the Flying Gang. You will guide these pirates as you explore the huge open world of the game in search of treasure. The game boasts a seamless experience without loading screens,
immersing you in a world full of adventure. Each journey is unique thanks to the dynamic day and night cycle of the game, the weather system and the living economy. You will need to rob villages, trade in gold, and fleet in order to succeed. Make sure you check out our Pirate: Plague of Dead tips and
tricks to find out everything you need 1. Learn how to sail, as the game tries to give you a more realistic experience, sailing can get a little tricky. You should consider the wind direction and speed towards your ship as indicated by the three arrows around your ship. If you try to go against the wind
direction, you will find it difficult to move. A red cone will mean that it is impossible to move forward in a certain direction if you try to go in the opposite direction of the wind. The only way around is to move with the wind to gain momentum, then quickly maneuver in the opposite direction. You will have to
do this repeatedly until you get where you want to go so it will take some time. Make sure you speed up the game time to make the whole process a little more bearable. 2. Raise the right flag One trick you can do to keep the enemy ship from attacking you until you get in range is to use the same flag as
they do. This will fool them into thinking you are from the same country, allowing you to approach safely. Once you are within reach, you can launch a sudden attack, making it easier for you to defeat the enemy ship. Keep in mind, however, that after using this tactic, you will be marked as a pirate and
future enemies will be able to see through your trick. It will take some time before you can try this trick again. 3. Try Economy Games Another cool feature of this game as a dynamic market. You can be a professional trader by buying items where they are cheap, then travel to another city that will buy
your goods at a higher price. Of course, you have to figure out where to go on that before you can start trading. When you're in town, take a local tavern and buy everyone some booze. This will make them chatty and give you clues on where to buy and sell. Don't forget that you can also use items that
you buy for your own ship. If you have the right captain with you, you can use any of the product items to improve performance. For example, you can use Rum to improve the speed of your ship by 10%. 4. How to win battles while fighting with an enemy ship, make sure you keep moving. It will be more
difficult for your opponent to hit a moving target. Don't forget to rotate the camera so you can keep the enemy within line of sight. Try to position yourself so that your target is right at the end of your target cone to prevent your shots from flying directly over the enemy ship. Finally, use the active skills of
your captains strategically. For example, if you want to get rid of a ship that Behind you, use the active skill of Edward Hin, who drops explosive barrels behind your ship. Conquer the high seas and become the greatest pirate of all time with the help of our Pirate: Plague of Dead tips and tricks! If you have
anything to add, feel free to drop us the line below in the comments comments Legendary pirate captain John Rackham has joined the ancient voodoo magic, and now he is on a quest to bring the Flying Gang back from the dead. Pirate: Plague of the Dead is an open sea open world pirate adventure.
Follow the story of Rackham as he resurrected his fallen crew or sailed seven seas in search of treasure and adventure! Our Pirate: A plague of dead cheats and tips will help you get the swashbuckling adventure started! There's a lot to do in this great pirate adventure, so don't feel pressured to complete
the story. You can just sail and fight the ships if you so desire, and our Pirate: Plague of Dead cheats, tips and tricks of the strategy guide will show you how to get the most out of your adventure! Master of sailing! You will see a line of three arrows pointing in the direction around your ship. This denotes
the current direction and wind speed flowing, and you will need to maneuver your ship accordingly. If you point your ship in the exact opposite direction, you will see a red cone begin to form. It's a non-go zone, and if your ship collides with the center of it, you'll hear one of your crew mates that you're in
the iron - that means you have zero moving forward. To get around this you will need to build speed from the wind and then swinging back and forth through the opposite direction. Be sure to speed up the game time if you want the process to go a little faster. It may be a tough swim against the wind, but
it is possible! Use flags to get a jump on enemies! The tutorial will teach you how to fool enemy ships into thinking you are from a particular country. This allows you to get the first hit on them as they won't be hostile to you when you are in close proximity. It is important to keep in mind that you can only do
this once before you are marked as a pirate, allowing any other enemies to see through disguise. To fix this you can change the name of your ship, but it is quite expensive to do so. Make your sudden attack count as you can't get another one for some time. Play the market! When you visit the city, you
can stop by the local tavern. If you buy a round of beer for the people inside, you can hear some gossip and rumors that usually make up the current price items. You may hear that a certain item is super cheap somewhere or expensive. Check the city store and look for any prices that are highlighted in
green - meaning that it sells cheaper than usual. In addition to buying a lot of item and using it for yourself, you can also travel over to a city where the item in question is expensive and sell it back for profit. Buy Sell high! Each of the product items have combat use. Rum, for example, will temporarily
increase the speed of your ship by 10%. Keep in mind, however, that you need a specific captain equipped up able to use an item like this. Stay on the move during the battle! The quickest way to end up in Davy Jones' locker is to stay seated duck during the fight. Don't just sit there and let the enemy
take free shots at you - stay on the run! Turn the camera so that you can keep the enemy in your sights and use the appropriate guns. Try to align your target with your target cone so they meet at the very end of the cone. If your target is too close to your ship, your shots will end up flying right over them.
Don't forget about your captain's special abilities. Some captains have active abilities that can be used from submenu over the sail button. If you see (A) next to the ability, it means that it must be manually activated, while (P) denotes a passive ability that is always active. For example, Edward Teach
explosive powder keg is an active ability that allows your ship to drop an explosive barrel trap behind it. Great for getting ships off the tail! That's it for The Pirate: The Plague of the Dead! If you have any other tips or tricks to share, let us know in the comments below! Below!
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